URPL 841: Planning for the Ecological City

Spring 2017

University of Wisconsin – Madison
Department of Urban and Regional Planning

Instructor: Aslı Göçmen, Associate Professor, Urban and Regional Planning
202 Old Music Hall, gocmen@wisc.edu, 608-265-0789

Meeting time Mondays 9:30 – 10:45 am, 212 Old Music Hall
& place: Wednesdays 9:30 am – 12:00 pm, 109 Old Music Hall

Office hours: Mondays 11:00 am – 12:00 pm & Wednesdays 12:30 pm – 1:30 pm

Pre-requisite: Introductory GIS

Course Overview
Human interactions, land use regulations, and fragmented planning structures have frequently led to land developments that are not in tune with nature. Such development patterns have negatively impacted the environment by, for instance, fragmenting and destroying habitats, reducing farmland, and increasing air and water pollution. These impacts have manifested themselves on both the local and the global scale. Effective planning can help minimize disruption of the ecological processes caused by land development, and consequently, there is a critical role for planners.

This class is designed to familiarize students with ecological processes, strategies for “designing with nature,” planning responses to environmental problems in the United States, and geospatial environmental data and tools in order to analyze issues related to ecological land development.

Course objectives
This course intends to give students a theoretical and an analytical background on ecological planning and to introduce them to the practice of environmental planning and management in the United States. It aims to provide students with the knowledge, skills, and values appropriate to environmental planning. More specifically, these knowledge, skills and values include the following:

Planning knowledge: As an outcome of this course, students are expected to develop a better understanding of ecological processes, and of policies and practices of environmental planning in local, regional, and federal levels. Furthermore, students are expected to be able to analyze and envision ways we can design with nature and assess land development patterns for environmental performance.

Planning skills: As an outcome of this course, students are expected to be able to obtain and analyze geospatial environmental data using a range of spatial analysis tools for a number of environmental planning practices. More specifically, students will learn how to conduct a land suitability analysis, examine the impacts of imperviousness on water resources, and investigate the impacts of development on land resources. In addition, the students will further their written, oral, and graphic communication skills.
Planning values and ethics: As an outcome of this course, students will develop an appreciation of natural resource and pollution control factors in planning, and understanding of how to create sustainable futures.

Course requirements and format
We will meet twice a week. Monday meetings are designed as seminars. For a seminar format to be successful, full participation of all members is required. Thus, the students are expected to attend all the sessions, be prepared to discuss assigned material, and show respect for and interest in the opinions of others. We will discuss assigned readings, but you are encouraged to do further research, suggest other readings, and bring other material to class. During most of our Monday meetings, we will have presentations given by an individual student. Wednesday meetings are generally designated for analyzing geospatial environmental data. We will cover a range of tools for analyzing environmental data. The students are expected to complete four lab assignments. We will also have field visits and may use Wednesday meetings for additional discussion / presentation time. The final requirement of the course is a term paper. Details about each requirement can be found below.

Course participation refers to all aspects of participation: attendance, and particularly the quality and quantity aspects of participating in discussions. While most of these discussions will take place in our lecture sessions, they may not be restricted to the lectures alone, but could take place in the lab sessions and through learn@UW. If you miss class, it is your responsibility to find out (from fellow classmates) what you missed.

Presentation refers to an individual effort to prepare and discuss a particular week’s topic. The primary aim of the presentation is to provide an overview of the main and important concepts to be covered related to the topic of the week. Furthermore, the presenters are expected to provide additional information beyond what is already covered in our assigned readings. This information could be about topic related-issues in our city, region, or state; developments or interesting cases in the field; and additional reading material (to be provided ahead of time). I will be available and eager to work with each student during the week prior to the scheduled presentation. Students should aim to present on the topic for about 45 minutes. Each student will take one turn during the semester and will be assigned a different topic to present. I encourage you to sign up for a topic as soon as possible, as if you wait, it may not be possible for you to present on a topic of your choice. Please remember that it is the student’s responsibility to make sure that any needed equipment will be available and set in our classroom.

Term paper: The aim of the term paper is to examine an ecological planning issue. The issue could be practice, policy, or analysis related. There is flexibility in the topic you choose; however, both you as the student and I as the instructor need to agree upon it. You are not required to use GIS for this paper. Based on the issue you examine, there may be different approaches in preparing this paper. For some topics, you may need to do an extensive literature review and not go out in the field. For others, you may need to observe agencies or conduct interviews. In some cases, you may need to combine different methods.

The final paper should be 12-15 double-spaced pages with appropriate and proper citations. The term paper update, which is due on March 29th, should be around two pages including an abstract of around 250 words and an expanded outline. Further information on the term paper will be provided later in the term.

Lab assignments: The students are expected to complete three lab assignments emphasizing spatial analysis techniques used in a range of environmental planning applications and another one reflecting on environmental geospatial tools and our field visits. You will have at least one week to complete the
assignments. You can expect to complete the majority of an assignment work during regular lab time. Please remember that while you may discuss the preparation of your assignment with fellow students, you need to work on them individually.

**Grading and evaluation**
The students will be evaluated on the above four types of activities and their grades will be based on the following: course participation - 15%; presentation - 15%; term paper – 30%; and lab assignments - 40%.

Final grades are assigned based on the following scale: 93-100 – **A**; 88-92 – **AB**; 83-87 – **B**; 78-82 – **BC**; 70-77 – **C**, 60-69 – **D**; and 0-59 – **F**.

Please note that:
- The participation grade will involve both the quality and quantity of your participation and attendance. Attending all classes but not speaking up will result in the loss of many points.
- The lab assignments will be evaluated based on both correct findings as well as a thorough and meaningful discussion of the findings. Note that there may be other expectations in the assignments.
- Late submissions of lab assignments will be penalized by one point each day that it is late; no late assignments will be accepted after they have been graded and returned to students.
- The term paper will be evaluated based on the research (e.g., development of the research question, depth of research, appropriate and sound research methods) and writing (e.g., how well the paper is organized, how clear the arguments are developed, use of appropriate grammar) aspects.
- The term paper update will be 10 percent of the final paper grade.
- The term paper is due May 10th; please note that no late submissions will be accepted.

**Academic Integrity**
I expect high academic integrity from each student. It is assumed that students are familiar with the policies, definitions, and procedures regarding academic misconduct, as specified in UWS 14. Details of the policies, including your rights and responsibilities can be found at: https://students.wisc.edu/pdf/UWS-14%20Policy%20%20Procedures.pdf

Under the policies regarding academic misconduct, an instructor has discretion as to which penalties will be imposed in the case of academic misconduct. I reserve the right to assign a failing grade to a particular assignment, report the incidence to the Student Advocacy and Judicial Affairs office within the Dean of Students Office, or impose other penalties.

Please remember that using another person's ideas, words, or research and presenting it as one's own by not properly crediting the originator (including the Web) and cheating are two common acts of academic misconduct.

**Civility in the Classroom**
It is a requirement of this class that you respect your classmates (especially those that are presenting) and instructor, and that you not engage in non-class e-activities (e.g., checking and responding to e-mail, texting, checking Facebook and Twitter) during our meetings. Engagement in non-class e-activities is rude to both your classmates and your instructor, is a disruption for your instructor and other presenters, and is an impediment to your processing and retaining class-related information. I reserve to right to ask you to leave the classroom and give a penalty on your participation grade if you engage in non-class e-activities.
Special Accommodations
If you have a disability or conflict with our course schedule that I need to be aware of, please notify me and, if necessary, provide proof of it within the first two weeks of class.

Course Material
Required text (available at the College Library Reserves)


Suggested text:


Course Schedule
Please note that the schedule and readings are subject to minor changes as we progress in the term.

Introduction

Week 1 – January 16
Lab: Review of syllabus and GIS fundamentals
Reading: http://www.wisc.edu/writing/Handbook/QuotingSources.html

Week 2 – January 23
Lecture: Overview of urban ecology, ecological planning, environmental planning and management
Hough, Chapter 1
Randolph, Chapters 1, 2 & 3
Lab: Review of ArcGIS Spatial Analyst Extension
Designing with Nature

Week 3 – January 30
Lecture: Soils, topography, and urban agriculture
Hough, Chapter 5
Randolph, Chapter 6
Lab: Land suitability analysis

Week 4 – February 6
Lecture: Water resources
Randolph, Chapters 7, 8, 9 (skim through the techniques)
Lab: Land suitability analysis exercise continued

Week 5 – February 13
Lecture: Plants and urban forestry
Randolph, Chapter 10
Lab: Land suitability analysis exercise continued
Duc: Land suitability analysis assignment

Week 6 – February 20
Lecture: Wildlife
Randolph, Chapter 11

Lab: Land cover analysis

Week 7 – February 27

Lecture: Energy and air quality

Readings:

Randolph, chapter 12


Lab: Landscape ecology-based analysis (Landscape metrics)

Overview

Week 9 – March 6

Lecture: Two poles? “urban within nature” & “nature within urban”

Readings:

See other information on ecological footprint at:
http://www.footprintnetwork.org/gfn_sub.php?content=footprint_overview

Randolph, chapter 16

Lab: Landscape metrics continued
Environmental Planning and Management

Week 10 – March 13
Lecture: Land Conservation
Randolph, Chapter 15
Lab: Impervious surface analysis (Impervious Surfaces Analysis Tool)
Due: Environmental resources and landscape patterns exercise

Week of March 20 is Spring Break -- No lecture or lab this week

Week 10 – March 27
Lecture: Planning for Climate Change
Randolph, review Chapter 12 (pp. 412-442)
Lab: Impervious surface and water quality analysis for Wisconsin
Due: Term paper update

Week 11 – April 3
Lecture: Natural Hazard Mitigation
Randolph, Chapter 13
Lab: Impervious surface and water quality analysis for Wisconsin
Week 12 – April 10
Lecture: Ecosystem and Watershed Management
Randolph Chapter 19
Lab: Field visit to Epic Systems Campus

Week 13 – April 17
Lecture: Growth Management
Randolph, Chapters 17 & 18
Lab: Field visit to Troy Gardens & Community Farm
Due: Impervious surface analysis assignment

Smart Growth?

Week 14 – April 24
Lecture: Smart growth movement, New Urbanist developments, open space conservation subdivisions
Lab: Assessment based on sustainability-based certification programs

Week 15 – May 1
Lecture: Future directions and course wrap-up
Berke, P. R. 2008. The Evolution of Green Community Planning, Scholarship, and Practice: An Introduction to the Special Issue. *Journal of the American Planning Association*. 74(4): 393-407. (please note that all articles in this issue might be of interest to you)


**Lab:** Geospatial tools for sea level rise and assessing community forests

**Due:** Reflections on field visits, sustainability-based certification programs and environmental geospatial tools.

**Week 16 – May 8**

* Term papers are due Wednesday, May 10th at 5 p.m.